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SEVERAL ORDER PARAMETERS 

IN CRITICAL REGION 



~ Here we consider a set of order parameters in t he crit i 
cal region. We define order parameters as quas i -averages i n the 
sense of N.N.Bogolubov, Jr. Some generali zed f unct i onal relations 
for order parameters wi ll be derived and appli ed to analyse the 
cri tical behaviour1/. 

Cons i der a many-body s ystem r /e wi th Hamil toni an r and 
temperature modulus e = I< T. Given a set of Yl operator order 
parameters So<. , which we suppose to be hermi t i an2/: 

S""'=- S! ~ "'= 4-, 2, ... , V2.. c1> 
We shall also suppose that So<. are of the ''quasi-additive" t ype 
and satisfy the condi tions due to N.N.Bogolubov, Jr.: 

I Sod~ K~, IS«r-rsot I~ K2, IS'<><f,8 -SpSo<l ~ K'c2> 
N:o 

where /1• • J means the operator norm , K~, 1(2., /<. 3 are 
constants, AI is the number of particles, proportional to the 
volume of a system V ( N /V = const as tV' V ~ 00). 

The quantities of phys i cal i nterest are equi libri um Gibbs 
averages .(So<lr,e -numerical order parameters (real numbers). 
Strictly speaking, we should deal not with common Gi bbs averages, 
but with the averages with spontaneously broken symmetry, !.e., 
with the "quasi-averages"/2/: 

.-<So< 'r-r, e = ~ ~ <so( /r: (3) 
' {"t:j ---'>0 N7oa -c,e' 

where r"t: is Hamil toni an r with additional small symmetry
breaking terms ("sources"), introduced by small parameters {'t:} 
which should be removed ( { 1:1 ~ 0 ) after the limit N -7 C.O • 

11we shall not discuss here the physical reasoni ng why the 
study of several order parameters in the critical region i s of 
interest, for details see, e.g., ref./1/. 

21 The case of non-hermitian order parameters, which is i n 
fact not more general, is discussed i n Appendi x B. 



We shall denote below the quasi-averages -< SQ( Tr, a as 
so( [r/e]. 

An effective definition of quasi-averages (the choice of 
"sources") has been proposed by N.N.Bogolubov, Jr./3,4/. On this 
basis it is possible to deduce (under the conditions (2)) that 
the following "self-consistence" equations for the order parame
ters hold true)/: 

Sot.[r/eJ= ScA[r-t!<.,/e], cX.:..L, ••• ,rz, 
n. 

R h = N t1-fP (s,- Sp [rleJ)~ fft / o, 
(4) 

where .fp /0 are arbitrary poai ti ve parameters. One can also 

put (4) into the form: n. (~ :: 1-, ••• , rz.) 

Sv.[r/e]=So<[r+NI" (fpSJ -~S,)/e];, <4a) 
jJ-=1 r p=~.& S,s [r!e] 

Introduce for the order parameters (1) a set of susceptibi
lities (for definition see Appendix A)l 

X<~.p [r/e] = Xs.cS.s [rl&]; ol..;ft = i, ... , n.. (5) 

The form (5) is bilinear in S'o<., S: p and satisfies all the 
properties of the scalar product1 

o ~ X~[r/e], x~~[r/e]=Xftoi[r/8]., 
(6) 

JXotfi[rleJ j 2 L XN<[r/eJX~ft [r/&J. 
Theae properties make it possibl-e to i_ntroouce "cosine of the 

•ngl-e between operators 'So<, and S,e ·with ~ect to the sys
tem r;e ~I : 

cos4 [r/e] =I xr;(, [rleJJtfk.c.[r/B]XIfi[tie].<1) 
.Prom the susceptibilities (5) <>ne can arrange 1ohe yt X rz. 

!'eal matrix: 

X [ r Je J = Jl x-.1 [r)e] ll (8) 

3/we represent here the reault in the form appropriate for 
our heeds; for details see ref./5/ end Appendix A therein. 

In view of (6) this matrix is symmetric, and all ita eigenva
lues, trace, and determinant are non-negative, independent of 
the system r 1 e . 

Starting with (4) we now obtain some functional relations 
for susceptibilities. "::>witching on" external fields in the sys
tem r I e in <4), 1.e., making therein the aubati tution 

r/e--"'; r- Nj;,~hfSp /e, (9) 

differentiating the resulting relations with respect to lLJ9and 
putting then hf ~ 0 , we get: 

Xc<~ [r/e] = X""~ [r+ R~ /e] + ( 10) 

r'l. 

-+-J;1.2fa-%o(~[r+r<~/e]Xoft[r/e] (for Rl1.aee (4)). 

Using (8) one can rewrite these relations into the matrix 
form: 

X [rJe] =X[r+R"' /e] + X[r+Rh/e]2tX[r/rJ] <11) 

A ' 
where ;o is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements ~' 

o( = .i., ... , n.. 
If x-j_ [r/e J and x-i. [r+ [<.11 le] are non-

zero matrices, one can put (11} into the form: 

x-i.[r-tf?.l1/e] = x-~ [r/B] + ~; . (11a) 

~Up to now system r/e was arbitrary. Consider now sys
tem near ita critical point. 

For the sake of aimpliaity let us consider a conventional 
"ferromagnetic" system with Hamil toni an H and critical tem
perature 8 c. • For non-zero magnetic field h "7 0 the Hamil
tonian of the system will be 

Hh H-h.NS ' 
£,=si-

:l ( 12) 



where S is the magnetization operator of the system (per par
ticle), ~ is the number of particles . We suppose that for 
e <. Be the spontaneous ordering appears : 

S[H/ ec (1-<t:)J= {!:,o~Jf.:~o'; ~[~J=~~~: 
One can regard (13) as the condition of criticality of the s ys 
tem H/ec. However, it is more convenient to us to t ake the 
formal critical-point condition in the form 

S[H-z:;NS2./ec] = {~) z:; 70 ( 14 ) 
-,oJ~7o. 

2. 
Here t he "fer romagne tic" term ( - ?0 N S ) models the renormali-
zation of the Hami ltonian , whi ch i s equival ent to the l owering 
of temper ature below C7c i n ( 13). Not e t h a t i n view of (4 ) i n 
t he disorder e d phase (analogous to e 7 9c. ) we have 

S' [H+fNS 2/ec. J =: S [H/ec J == o, f? o. (1 5 ) 

Let us now introduce, in addi t i on to the basic order par~ 
meter ~ , t wo extra order parameters J\ and E$ , normed by 
the condi t i on4/: 

A [ H/ec. ] = B [H lee. J = s [H/ec.}= o. <16 ) 

We shall also suppose that the external field h. ~0 removes the 
system from the critical po i nt, so that all order parameters 
become non-zero and all suscept i bilities become finite: 

Y{h)=-Y[H-hNSje,]= {~~~~~ 0 , (17a) 

IX?y {t-J)/ = /X~j_y [H-hNS/t:Jc. J\~ 0, h "7 0' (17b) 

X, Y= A, B?S. 
Cons i der now general relati ons (10) for the case of three 

order parameters 

Xxv [rfe] = Xxy[r+ RJ/e]+C~l ~ fzXxz [!~IG)%"zy[f)~1 8 ) 
4/we shal l often cal l "order parame t er" both averages and 

oper a t or s. 
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R3 = N ~ fz. (z - Z [r/eJ)~, fz '7 o :> (1sa) 

where X ' y 'z run over {A ' B ' s} . Choos e here 

r;e = H-hNS~/ec. and put .fs = z;; )'O,.fA=tB=o 5 ~ 
Besides, instead of vari a bles X , Y , we shal l wri te di 
rec t l y A , B , kee ping in mind tha t A , B may coinci de 
with each other andwith S <A=R, A=B=S, etc.). 

Then we obtain the basic relat i on in t he fo rm: 

X AB [H -r:, NS 2/ec.] = XAB [H- h(z;,)/VS lee ]-t 
( 19) 

+ ~c;, XAs [H- ~/11~ 2/f3c. ]XsB [H- h{0)NS/&,], 

h ( 10) = 2 Z:O S [H- U7NS2fec J. <19
a) 

In view of (4) we have also for the order parameters: 

Y[H-0NS 2!ec] =Y[H-n{~JN~/ec.J, Y=A,B,S.<2o) 

So, we have the relations which connect the characteri s
tics of the system in the ordered phase H- "C:,N S 2jt)c.. with 
those of the system with external effecti ve :field h(Co) (19a). 
In order to represent these relations in a more appropriate 
:fo.rm, let us- introduce "index-function": 

~ys(h)= Y~hY-; ~{h), Y{J,)= Y[H-hNS/th],<21) 

)~s(~) = ~Ys (h=h(ti~)), Y=A.,B_,S, (22) 

:for h (~) see (19a). 

The function ~ YS {h) characterizes the asymptotical be
haviour of Y{h) as h.~ 0 and coi ncides with the corres
pondi ng critical index i n the case of quasi-power asymptotics. 
Let 

5/Here .fA = 0' fs = 0 is meant i n the sense of the li
mit fA ~o, J>a ~ 0. Such a limit procedure is possible if no 
one of susceptibilities in ( 18) becomes ± co • This condition 
holds true due to ( 17b) if C:, ~ 0 (see below). 

5 



1 
Y(h) = h. ovs 'fy!/h), (23) 

where )ys is constant (critical index), and 'fys(h) va -
ries as h. ~0 strictly slower than by the power law. Then one 

can easily derive 
~ ~ I 

&' vs(h.) = ~s -+ Wys (h)' {24) 

Wyr(h) = cl'fvs(hV 'PviM > 0 (24a> 
.:::> cLh h: ll~o ' 

( {24a) is just the condition that <f'ys{ If) varies slower than 

by the power law). 

Note also that in view of (20) for (22) the relation is va-

lid: 

~ ~ - y ["?..] 1. " 
Ys(r;)- Sf~] 2~Xys[H-~(~)N~fec)<25) 

where Y= A, B, S; for 1-t (~) see (19a). Here we have 

used a short notation of the form: F[t; J =. f[H-U.NS~/e,:], 
where f= is order parameter or susceptibility. We shall also 

use this notation below. 

Making use of the "index-functions" and taking into account 

(25) and basic relations (19),(20) we obtain, in particular: 

X r] · 1.. .. 1 
~stZO = ;;-* (l0)-1. • 2 &o > z; 7o; {26) 

<'- * ss 
X ItS [z;,] = 0ss. (z;) A [h] { 1... .1:- 7 • (27) 

b~s(0) s [~] ~~ (t;)-1. ~z; T ' 

XAB [c;J(1.-+· 'X-As[z;]Xss[~] \=%. fH-h{~)tJ2a>. 
~s (z;)X~s ['h] 'Xss [t:J]) Ae L~], 

s (29) 

XAA[z;] ( 1.-~;(t.>)COS~ 5 [z;J)=foAA[H-h{Zi)NS/ec], 
U>S~s [~] = \ 'XI\s [z:;,] }P(XAA [~]Xss [l.]; (29a) 

'XAs [r,] _ ~ Js (z;) A[~] • oo> 
Xe.s [l:>J- b' s (2:?) B[~J 
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Ji'ote that here A and B may coincide with each other or S 
one can interchange A and B or replace through (26) to (JO) 
A by B or S , etc. 

Formulas (26) to (30) are exact. For the case of quasi

power asymptotic& {23) the index-functions a ;s ( z:;) tend to 

constants as (;, ~ 0 , and one can use these formulas to ana
lyse the asymptotical behaviour of the order parameters and sus
ceptibilities for the system 

H--c:,Ns~lec 
' 

z; 7 o . 
(31) 

However, this system is not "experimentally observable" and it 

would be desirable to find formulas for an arbitrary system in 

the ordered phase, e.g., for the system H/Gc {1- f.), li -;.o. 

Such a generalization of the above results under some addi

tional conditions appears to be possible. So, we have critical 

system H /ec. i consider a system in the ordered phase. H+V/c9c_, 
where V is a variation of the Hamil toni an of the ordering 
type, so that 

l { )'O,V¢0, 
lS[H+V/ec.] = ->o,v~o- {32) 

Suppose also that the variation V is of the .!!!!!! type, so 

that there exists such a finite value of the parameter 

A = ~ {11') '> 0 that by introducing into the Hamil toni an 
of the "disordering" term +AN S 2 by A ::::: 1:::. (V) we 

turn the system H + V / ec. into the critical point: 

H v = H+V+ A(v)NS2. = {the critical syste~ . 

ec ec with respect to s _r, 
t:..(v) = {>o, V=l=o (33) 

~o, v~o · 
It is sufficiently now to take in {26)-(30), instead of 

H/ e c ' the system (33) and put z:; ::::: A (V) . Then 

H- r;,NS 2/ec passes to H +V/ec and H- h{t;,)NS/ec 
passes to H v - h (V )NS lee., where H v/6c. is the 
critical system (33) and 

h,(v):: 2fl{V)S[H-tV/~c.]. 04> 

7 



As a simple example of the _system H+ V /9c one can take 
the i nitial one for e < ec : 

Hjec (:i-E), £ /O. (35) 

I t is quite clear that for a wide class of systems , e.g., for 
the Ising-type lattice models, the temperature variation will be 
of the "weak ordering Jt i{ll E!_{' in the above sense. 

I ntroduce short notation: 

F [v] a F [H+ V/Bc.], F =A, B_, S, XAB , etc., (36) 

~y5 [v] = ~~i (h = flfj.(v)S[H+ V/ec.]), o1> 

where 'b~~) (h) is the function (21) for the system H v- h NSk. 
On the basis of (26) to (30) we then obtain: 

~ s r [ V] = ....... ! - . -" . . , " U 8 > 

XAB [v] = ~s[VJ 'X fHv-h(v)Nsl<
39

> 
~ss[v]-CAss[v] ABf Be :J, 

CABs[v] =%As[v] X as [v]/XA 8[ v]Zss [v]; 

X As[v] = _'ass [v3 
1 

X As [H.;- h(v)NS/e~;.] j <4o> 

rv [ . ] ~ss [v] 1L 
NAA v =c:::-- rv]- 2 [ 

1
zllALHvh(v)..vsfec].<41> 

ass L' co.s AS v , 
XAs[v]/'Xss[vJ = ~Bs[v]A[vJjS"As[v] 8[v];<42) 

and also (see (20)) 

Y[H+V/f7c.] = Y [Hv-htvJNs lee.], <43> 

c, Y= A,B,S, 
where for the field ft (\1) in (39) to (43) we have, taking in
to account (38): 
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h (v) = 2. ~(v) S[H+V /fJc. J = S[v J j(~ss [v]-1 )Xss ['v ].C44 > 

So, we have obtained a set of exact relati ons for the case 
of weak ordering variation of the Hamiltonian~ , which we 
can specify , for example, as the temperature variation. The
se relations, however, involve the auxiliary critical system 
Hv /f7c . If we accept the physical assumption that pussing 
from H fee to Hv lee. does not change the behaviour of the 
index-functions ~YS (~)(or at least their limit values), we 
then get a set of f unctional relations establishing the connec
tion between the critical characteristics of the systems H+V/ec 
and H-hNS lee. · 

These relations demonstrate the existence of interrelations 
in the critical behaviour of the order parameters and suscepti
bilities. Under concrete assumptions on the critical asymptotics 
of these quantities one gets relations for the parameters of 
these asymptotics (critical indices and amplitudes), 

3. Let us consider in more detail the consequences of our 
relahons for the case of two order parameters S and L cor
responding to the external magnetic field and variation of tem
per'lture: H - h NS /ec. ( 1- £) • Note that the temperature or
der parameter L is proportional to the Hamil toni an (L Co H/N) 
and X L.L is the specific heat of a system. 

In this case there are six independent functions of inte-
rest: S(£),L{£), Xss(E), S'(h),L(hJ, Xa(lz.), 
for which we suppose the power asymptotics with logarithmic 
corrections to hold true: 

S(t.)= BEfi/f-n£\~, 
L(t.) = A- E 1 -oc/~£1?1>( 

d.. ( 1-cX) . ' 
(45) 

Xss (E) r_ t. -J" I tn £ I p~ , 

9 



S(h.) = (1-t/D) Vs I en hI Ps~ 
L { h. ) = z h c;; 1-fvt h. l Pt;, ( t; = 1/bJ..s)J 

(45) 

XLL (h.) = E h- E I en h. J Pe 
' 

where the critical indices o(. , j? , lf' , ~ , 2:; , E are 
poeiti ve numbers, ~ > 1. , 1 7 ex. 7 0 ; the logarithmic indices 

Pot , ~ , Pcr , P0 , P"'Co , ft:. are arbitrary real 
numbers; the critical amplitudes A- , B , f_ , D , Z , 
1: are positive numbers. Here we have used a short notation 

of the form: F{E):: F [H/ec. (1-'l)]? F(b )~ F[H-htVS/~]. 
We shall assume the temperature variation to be ~. eo, 

we can introduce the auxiliary critical system (see (33)): 

HE
ec = 

H+ Li(E)NS 2 

ec ( -:1.- E ) 
_ the critical 7 

{ 

(46) 

system J . 
We shall also assume that the asymptotic& like in the last three 
relatione in (45) remain valid for the case of the system (46). 

Let us now speaif;y the system H+V/ec in (38),(41)
(44) as H/ec. (1-£.), and the system Hv/EJc. as (46), 
and put A = L , 8 = S . We then get (under the above 
assumptions) a set of relatione for the critical parameters in 
(45). Namely, we obtain for critical indices: 

't = p ( ~0;_ i)' 
'I+ !lft + 0(. = 2' 

for logarithmic indices: 

'boP;. - Ptr + Pp (~o_:t.), 
Poe.+~ =~Per , 

and for critical amplitudes: 

~ 0 {T+J)= i-tX., (47) 

EoCr+f)= o~-, 

10 

P; = Po<+~ o(f}- ~), (48) 

P g = Pol+ E: 0 
( rp- Per), 

• 

cr~1.)r_J)o B~':-1.= Cr+tJ)SOP~, 
(49) 

CX:(1-o0Z 0
( B \z:-:.o (¥+8) p~ = 1. 

A- (b'o-i) r-"J r ' 

o(p~ B2 I A- f_ = 1.., 
~oEo B \-Eo( )p~ 

(~?_. 1.) A- ( (b'~i)f-) ?f+ f = i. 
Here the superscript 0 means that the corresponding parame
ters belong to the auxiliary critical system (46). 

The relatione (47) (if we omit the superscript C> ) are 
well-known quasi-phenomenological scaling laws/61. These rela
tions are confirmed by numerous experimental studies and by re
sults for the Ising model and some other simple concrete mo
dela61. So, we have an argument in favour of our assumption that 
the critical behaviour of the systems H/eG and Hv /ec.(46) 
is similar (and even the same on the level of critical indices). 
We can also hope that the relations (48) for the logarithmic in
dices remain ~old true even if we omit superscript 0 therein~ 
Howev~r, for the critical amplitudes (see (49)) it seems to be 
wrong in the general case. Nevertheless, one can use (49) for 

approximate estimates. 

For an additional discussion of the relations for .critical 
'' 

indices see Appendix c. 

~Let us give a few remarks on the disordered phase. As 
the simplest example of the system in the disordered phase, we 
shall take 

6/To be more exact, we must note that i n full measure this 
is just so only for the two left equali t i es i n (47). 

7/It is worth to note that in practice the logarithmic cor
rections are rare, more often Po< = 'fl = Per .= P.r .::. Pz; = Pe = 0. 
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H -t .f N S 2./ec. , f > o, (50) 

where H/ ec is our critical "ferromagnetic" system with 

Xss[H/ec]= -roo, S[H/ec J = o. (51) 

( 
Consider first the case of only one order parameter ~ i n 

11 a): 

X~f[r+fN{S-s[r/BJ)'t;e]=X-;:-[r/e] + Qf. <52) 

Passing here to the limit r;e ~ H/ec and taking into ac
count (51) we get (see also/5/): 

X.s:s [H+JNS 2fec ]= e/~ ~ S [H/ec ]= o. (53) 

In the general case of n. order parameters S oe. we can 
suppose that the inverse matrix of susceptibilities 3: -:1(see(8)) 
becomes zero at the critical point: 

1 . { 1= 0 ,. r/e -:1= H/ec ' x- {r!e]= . ~o,r/e~H/ec. (54) 

Then in view of (11a) we obtain: 

"' X -1. [H-f F<n /&c ] = ~j ,i.e., (55) 

x.,,[H+N f;.,_fr (s,- S.r{H/t9c])%c]=2t ll:;':) 
where f1o~.~is the Kronecker symbol. 
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APPENDIX A. 

Let r I e be an arbi tracy system, N be the number of par
ticles in the system, A = AT and 8 = B + be hermitian opera
tors (order parameters). Then the generalized susceptibility 

X A g [r I e J is defined as follows: 

XAe[%] = (};h <B)r-htVA/e)h=;: ({)~ (A'f_hNB/e\~~1} 
and the following representation holds true: 

1. "' "" (A2) XA e [r/eJ = ~ f<A (z;) B>rle d't·, 
o ~r r 

,....., rJ r-J e'V -r-
A=A-<.Atr/9' B= 8-(8)r18 ;A{r)-=e Ae ~ 

where /. '" )rte means the equilibrium Gibbs average for system 
r/ e s1: · '11 ( - r!e) l't ... e 

<· ·· )r;e = Trt. e- r;e (A3) 

In the case of non-hermitian operators A =/= A+, B :f. Et the 
susceptibility is defined analogously: 

X AB [r/e] = ~~~<B/r-N(h~A+hA+)je]h",.=o, L~ (A4) 

'XIJ+B [r/e J= {ft <&/r-N(h~fi-r~fi+)fe ]r*-=o,etc. 
The representation (A2) remains valid also in this case. Making 
use of (A2) one can show/2/ that the bilinear form X~e+[r/9]:;: 
= X s+A [r /e J can be treated as the scalar product of the 

operators (A,B). 

S/In the above considerations susceptibility appears as a 
derivative not of the common averages, but of the quasi-averages 
(see (3)). However, this difference does not matter much, since 
for "regular" systems the operations of differentiating and pas
sing to the limits in (3) commute, while "singular" points (e.g • 
the critical point)are considered by the limit procedure in final 
results. 

13 



APPENDIX B, 

One can easily extend the scheme described above to the case 

of non-hermitian order parameters Soe., S J (S.x =J:St.. ),cx=t, •. ,Vl. 

Conditione (2) should be auplemented by ISo<Sj-SjSot[ ~ K3/N. 
Aa before, the identities (4) for quasi-averages hold true, being 
now the complex identities; now in (4) 

11. 

Rn == L f({(s1 -SK[r!eJ)(st-s;[r!eJ),fo>D.<A5) 
(=.1.. 

Introducing a aet of auaceptibilitiea 

X«p'k = X fi*r:X = Xsoe:s; , Xol.ft = 'Xftot. = /ts-s.s , 
'Xo{lf&*=X,8*01'~=X$01.S,.6', and with the reasoning analogous to 
those when substantiating (10), we obtain the relatione genera
liz:i,ng (10)(we omit e for simplicity): 

Xo<prr(r) = Xo<.~*(r+Rn.)+ CA6) 

+ f_ f~ [Xc<.~* ( r-r Rn )X of* (r) + Xo~.0 {r-t Rn )Xd"*f*(r~;> r-1. 
Xd.~ (r) = Xot.ft (r+ R.n) + 
+ ~~=!!.. .fir [Xotir(r+f<.n)X;r*~(r) + Xo<6*(r+Rh)X0p(r~, 

(plus complex conjugated relatione). These relatione can be alae 
written in the matrix form (aee (11)). 

It should be noted that the relatione (A6) are not more ge
neral, in principle, than (10) for hermitian order parameters. 

Since one can always write So<= s.; + i. s~. where s~ and 
S! are hermitian, (A6) are equivalent to a aet of rela

tione for hermitian S ~ , S ~ ( 0( =1, ••• , Yl. ) analogous 
to ( 10). 

The simplification occurs in the special case when in view 

of the symmetry of the ayatem r /e Xot.f = Xot.*/* = 0 
for all ()(. , j:1 , and only Xo<jJ * ::; X /*o( =/= 0. Then 
(A6) reduces to 

1-t. 

Xo<p'k(r)= Xo<f*(r+Rt'l)+ ~ fb'Xc><.r*(r+Rn)~r(9,<A7) 
o-1. 0(=:1, ... ~n..-

Theae relatione coincide with (10) (with evident replacements 

'Xo~.p ~X ol..f* and R h. (4) ~ R n.. (A5)) with the only diffe-
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renee: instead of 2fir in (10) we have J} in (A7). 

In a particular case of one order parameter ~ we can de
rive, on the baaia of (A7), the relation analogous to (53): 

Xss+ [H+ fNSS+/6c] = ~ , 
. J (A8) 

(X ss- [H+fNS'S+jec] = Xs+s+ [H+jNSS'~-/e] = 0 ), 
where f70 , H/&c ia the critical ayatem, S[H/Bc] =o. 

APPENDIX C. 

Let ua return to the relatione (38)-(44) (Section 2) for the 
ayatem H +V /Be. . Aaaume that the variation V ia charac

terized by a small parameter S 7 0 , ·v: V( ~ )~ 0 "s j ~0~ 
and that the quasi-power aaymptotica hold true: 

X XY (!)"' J -.1\x~ Y(! )N! vy, Xss (~ )rv ! -~ 
S(~)""'" }I, Xxy(h.),.,.. h-;1'lxv, Y(h)r-Jh 1;t-<! 

S(h)"' h1fsss (~s~1.); when-e F(!)<E F[v(r)], 
X, y = {A, 8, S} . 

~hen on the basis of (40) to (44) we obtain the following 
relatione for the critical indices: 

'A xs + vx =.A YS+VYJ. Ays = (o+~)_,M:s, 
0 

/' (A9) 
Vy~"YS = 4'-tf? A'f)'=(¥-t-~)Jl1yy., 

where '.)C . ., Y =- A, B, S. Jlrom 09) we alae find that one of 
the ~ollowing three possibilities bold true: 

a) AJIB =(r+j)i"AB' AAs+lp,s<AAB+~; (~10) 
o> 1\ A B -+ c = AAS +A 8S ~ (¥+#)JVlAB <. AAB; 

c) AAB = ('K'+f3)JII1,s = AAS+A8S -({ • 
~e additional superscript () in (A9),(A10) means ~hat the 
eorreeponding ·quantities -.long to the auxiliary oritical sys

tem ()J), 

IS 
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